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PS-911EB Cleanroom Wipes
Sterile presaturated wipes with 70% IPA/30% Dionized
Water for Pharmacy Cleanrooms
Contec’s PROSAT Sterile wipes are specifically designed for cleaning all
critical surfaces found in the pharmacy cleanroom. Sterilized by gamma
irradiation and Validated Sterile to a 10-6 Sterility Assurance Level, the
wipes are compatible with Class 5 environments and saturated with
an optimal amount of isopropyl alcohol for cleaning. The meltblown
microfiber polypropylene fabric offers a unique metered release of
IPA which removes contaminants and leaves a consistent level of
solvent on the surface after wiping is completed. The guesswork and
inconsistency involved in a spray and wipe process is removed from
the procedure, making it possible to create a cleaning protocol that is
consistent, repeatable, effective, and easier to implement, document,
and validate. In addition, PROSAT Sterile wipes enhance operational
benefits and reduce inventory SKU’s and storage space.
Assured sterility of both wipe and 70/30 IPA/DI Water eliminates the
risk of introducing spores and other contaminants to the process either
through contaminated solvent or use of inappropriate wiping materials
such as cotton gauze.
To learn more about PROSAT Sterile Wipes for cleanroom pharmacies,
contact your Contec Sales Representative or visit our web site: www.
contechealthcare.com.

PROSAT® Sterile™ Wipes are made in the USA in
Contec’s ISO registered manufacturing facility, unlike
many imported products whose true source and
manufacturing environment is unknown.
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Designed for use in sterile environments and ideal for pharmacy cleanrooms, convenient
and efficient PROSAT Sterile Wipes are simply a better, faster way to clean with IPA.

Features

Benefits

Assured Sterility

• With PROSAT Sterile Wipes, both wipes and
IPA are validated sterile. The risk of spores
being introduced to the cleanroom or PEC is
drastically reduced, if not eliminated.

Eliminates Spraying
of IPA

• Surface contaminants are not aerosolized
• Eliminates the risk of damaging HEPA filters
• Eliminates ergonomic concerns associated
with repeated spraying
• Reduces exposure to VOCs

Simple Consistent
Process

• Simplifies process validation

Solvent Reduction

• Based on comparison studies done by end
users in multiple industries, presaturated
wipes reduce solvent usage from 15% to
50%, depending on the method of saturation.

• Eliminates “guesswork” about how much to
spray

Part No.

Description

Packaging

PS-911EB

PROSAT Sterile Wipes, 70% IPA/30% DI Water,
9 x 11 in (23 x 28cm); validated sterile

30 wipes/pouch
48 pouches/case
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